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CHAPTER I 

' ,. 
J 

The future ef the prqfession or the universi!)J 
without condition' (thanks to the ''Humanities," 

,.., , ,. ·r· .\ , . ~ .. . 
· · what could take place tomorrow) 

Jacques Derri_dp 

This will no doubt be like a profession of faith: the profession of faith of a 
professor who would act as if he were nevertheless asking your permis-
sion to be unfaithful or a traitor· to his habitual practice. , . 

Before I even begin to follow iri fact a torturous itin.erary,lJ1ere is the 
thesis, in direct and broadly, simple terms, that I am submitti~g to you 
for discussion. It will be distributed among a series of propositions. In 
truth, it will be less a thesis, or even an hypothesis, than a declarative 
engagement, an appeal in the form of a profession of faith: faith in 
the University and, within the University,. faith in the Hurri.anitie's .of 
tomorrow. 

The long title proposed for this chapter signifies first that the mode~h 
university should be without condition. By "modern university," let us\ 
understand the one whose European model, after a rich and complex·; 
medieval history, has become prevalent, which is to say "classic," over the. 
last ~o centuries in states of a democratic type. This university claimJ 
and ought JQ be granted in principle, besides what .is called academi~ 
freedom, a~ 'unconditional freedom to question and to assert, or even, go::. 
ing still further, the right to say publicly all that is requir:ed by research/: 
knowledge, and:thought concerning the truth. However enigmatic it may·. 
be, the reference to truth remains fundamental enough to be found, ) 
along with light (tux), on the symbolic iri.signias of mor~ than· one uni
versity. The uni\Tc:;rsity professes the truth,. and that {s its profession. It 
declares and promises'an unlimited commitment to the truth. No doubt 
the status of and the changes to the value of truth can be discussed ad 
irifinitum (truth as adequation or truth as revelation, truth as the object of 
theoretico-constative discours~s or as poetico-perfoi:mative events, ~nd · 
so forth). But these are discussed, preciselY; in 'the Un1versity and in de
partments that belong to the Humanities: I will leave these enormous 
questions suspendecl. for the moin.erit. Let us underscore merely by way 
of anticipation that this immense question of truth and of light, of the 
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The future ef the prqfession 

Enlightenment~-Aufklarung, Lumzeres; fu';,minismo - has always been linked 
to the question of man, to a concept of that which is proper to man, on 
which concept were founded both Humanism and the historical idea 
of the Humanities. Today the renewed and reelaborated declaration of 
"Human rights" (r 948) or as we say in French, "des Droits de l'homme," 
the rights of inan, and the institution of the juridical concept of "Crime 
against humanity" (r 945) form the horizon of mondialisation and of the 
international law that is supposed to keep watch over it. (I am keeping 
the French word "mondialisation" in preference to. "globalization" so 
as to maintain a reference to the world - monde, Welt, mundus - which 
is neither the globe nor the cosmos.) The concept of man, of what is 
proper to man, of human rights, of crimes against the humanity of man, 
organizes as we know such a' mondialisation or worldwi<;le-ization. This 
worldwide-ization wishes to be a humanization. If this·concept of man 
seems both indispensable and always problematic, well - and this will 
be one of the motifs of my thesis, one of my theses in the forpi of profes
sion of faith - it can be discussed or reelaborated, as such and without 
conditions, without presuppositions, only within the space of the new 
Humanities. (I will try to specify what I mean by the "new" Humanities.) 
But whether these discussions are critical or deconstructive, everything 

:_that concerns the question and the history of truth, in its relation to 
'the question of man, of what is proper to man, of human rights, of 
crimes against humanity, and so forth, all of this must in principle find 
its space of discussion without condition and without presupposition, its 
legitimate space of research and reelaboration, in the University and, 
within the University, above all in the Humanities. Not so that it may 
enclose itself there, but on the contrary so as to find the best access to 
a new public space transformed by new techniques of communication, 
information, archivization, and knowledge production. (Although I must 
leave this aside, one of the most serious questions that is posed, and 
posed here, between the university and the politico-economic outside 
its public space is the question of the marketplace in publishing and the 
role it plays in archivization, evaluation, and legitimation of academic re
search.) The horizon of truth or of what is proper to man is certainly not 
a very determinable limit. But neither is that of the university and of the 
Humanities. 

This university without conditions does not, in fact, exist; ;s we know 
only too well. Nevertheless, in principle and_in conformity with its de
clared vocation, its professed essence, it should remain an ultimate place 
of critical resistance - and more than critical - to all the powers of 
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dogmatic and unjust appropriation. Wheri I say "more than critical," 
I have in mind "deconstructive" (so why not just say it directly and with
out wasting time?). I am referring to the right to deconstruction as an 
unconditional right to ask critical questions not only to the history of 
the concept of man, but"to the history even of the notion of critique, 
tp ~he forJll- and the authority of the question, to the interrogative form 
of thought. For this implies the right to do it performatively, that is, by 
producing events, for example by writing, and by giving rise to singular 
oeuvres (which up until now has been the purview of neither the classical 
nor the modern Humanities). With the event of thought constituted by 
such oeuvres, it would be a matter of making something happen to this 
concept of truth or of humanity, without necessarily betraying it, that is, 
to the concept that forms the charter and the profession of faith of all 
universities. This principle of unconditional resistance is a right that the 
university itself should at the same time reflect, invent, and pose, whether 
it does so through its law faculties or in the new Humanities capable of 
working on these questions of right and oflaw- in other words, and again 
why not say it without detour - the Humanities capable of taking on the 
tasks of deconstruction, beginning with the deconstruction of their own 
history and their own axioms. 

Consequence of this thesis: such an unconditional resistance could 
oppose the university to a great number of powers, for example to sJ~te 
powers (and thus to the power of the nation-state and to its phantasm 
of ipdivisible sovereignty, which indicates how the university might be in 
advance not just cosmopolitan, but universal, extending beyond wo}ld
wide citi~enship and the nation-state in general), to economic powers (to 
corporations arid to national and international capital), to the power·~ of 
the media, ideological, religious, and cultural powers, and so forth -:sin 
short, to all_ the powers that limit democracy to come. The univers\ty 
should thus also be the place in which nothing is beyond question, npt 
even the current and determined figure of democracy, and not even the 
traditional idea of critique, meaning theoretical ~ritique, and not even 
the authority. of the "question" form, of thinking as "questioning." Tha;t 
is why I spoke without delay and without disguise of deconstruction. ; _ 

Here then is what I will call the unconditional university or the univer~ 
sity without condition: the principial right to say everything, whether it 
be under the heading of fiction and the experimentation of knowledge,· 
and the right to say it publicly, to publish it. This reference to public 
space will remain the link that affiliates the new Humanities to the Age 
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The fature of the profession 

of Enlightenment. It distinguishe's th~e'university institution from other 
institutions fo{;'nded on the right or the duty to say everything, for ex
ample religious confession and even, psychoanalytic "free association." 
But it is also what fundamentally links the university, and above all the 
Humanities, to what is called literature, in the European and modern 
sense of the' term, as the right to say everything publicly, or to keep 
it secret, if only in the ·form of fiction. I allude to confession, which is 
very close to the profession of faith, because I would like to connect my 
remarks to the analysis of what is happening today, on the worldwide 
scene, that resembles a universal process of confession, avowal, repen-
tance, expiation, and asked-for forgiveness. One could cite innumerable 
examples, day after day. But whether we are talking about very an
cient crimes or yesterday's crimes, about slavery, the Shoah, apartheid, 
or even the acts of violence of the Inquisition (concerning which the 
Pope recently announced that they ought to give rise to an examina
tion of conscience), repentance is always carried out with reference to 
the very recent juridical concept of "crime against huma'n'ity." Because 

. I am preparing to articulate together Profession, the Profession of faith, 
I and Confession, I note in passing and in parentheses (for this would re

quire a long development), that in the fourteenth century it was possible 
:. to organize the confession of sins as a function of social and prof es
.. t sional categories. The Sulla Artesana from 1 3 1 7 ( cited by my colleague 

Le Goff) prescribes that the penitent in confession be interrogated with 
· reference to his socio-professional status: princes about justice, knights 
about plunder, merchants, officials, artisans, and laborers about per
jury; fraud, lying, theft, and so forth, bourgeois and citizens in gen
eral ~bout usury and mortgages, peasants about envy and theft, and so 
forth. 1 

• 

To repeat, then: if this unconditionality, in principle and de jure, makes 
for the invincible force of the university, it has never been in effect. By 
reason of this abstract and. hyperbolic invincibility, by reason of its very 
impossibility, this unconditionality exposes as well the weakness or the 
vulnerability of the university. It exhibits its impotence, the fragility of its 
defenses against all the powers that command'it, besiege it, and attempt 
to appropriate it. Because it is a stranger to power, because it is heteroge
neous to the principle of power, the university is also without ai;JY.power 
of its own. That is why I speak of the university without (ondition. I say "the 
university" because I am distinguishing he~e, stricta·s~nsu, the university 
from all research institutions that are in the service of economic goals 
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and interests of all sorts, without being granted in principle the indepen
dence of the university; I also say "without condition" to let one hear the 
connotation of "without power" and "without defense." Because it is ab
solutely independent, the university is also an exposed, tendered citadel, 
to be taken, often destined. to capitulate without condition, to surrender 
u_nconditionally.,lt-gives itself up, it sometimes puts itself up for sale, it 
risks being s~mply something to occupy, take over, buy; it risks becom
ing a branch office of conglomerates and corporations. This is today, in 
the United States and throughout the world, a major political stake: to 
what extent does the organization of research and teaching have to be 
supported, that is, directly or indirectly controlled, let us say euphemisti
cally "sponsored," by commercial and industrial interests? By this logic, 
as we know, the Humanities are often held hostage to departments of 
pure or applied science in which are concentrated the supposedly prof
itable investments of capital foreign to the academic world. A question 
must then be asked and it is not merely economic, juridical,· ethical, or 
political: can the university (and if so, how?) affirm an unconditional 
independence, can it claim a sort of sovereignty without ever .risking the 
worst, namely, by reason of the impossible abstraction of this sovereign 
independence, being forced to give up and capitulate without condition, 
to let itself be taken over and bought at any price? What is needed then 
is not only a principle of resistance, but a force of resistance - and of dis
sidence. The deconstruction of the concept of unconditional sovereignty 
is doubtless necessary and underway, for this is the heritage of a barely 
secularized theology. In the most visible case of the supposed sovereignly 
of nation-_states, but also elsewhere, the value of sovereignty is thorough 
dissolution.' But one must beware that this necessary deconstruction does 
not compromise, not too much, the university's claim to independence5 
that is, to a certain very particular form of sovereignty that I will try to 
specify later. This would be what is at stake in political decisions an4 
strategies. This stake will remain on the horizon of the hypotheses or 
professions of faith that I submit to your reflection. How to deconstruct : 
the history (and first.of all the academic history) of the principle of in- ,-, 
divisible sovereignty even as one claims the unconditional right to say i 
everything, or not to say anything, and to pose all the deconstructive 
questions that are called for on the subject of man, of sovereignty, of 
the right to say everything, therefore ofliterature and democracy, of the 
worldwide-ization underway, of its techno-economic and confessional 
aspects, and so forth? 
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The .fature ef the prefession 

I will not claim that, in th€foFrrient threatening the university today 
and within "it some disciplines more than others, this force of resis
tance, this assumed freedom to say everything in the public space has 
its unique or privileged place in what is called the Humanities - a con
cept whose definition it will be advisable to refine, deconstruct, and 
adjust, beyond a tradition that must also be cultivated. However, this 
principle of unconditionality presents itself, originally and above all, in the 
Humanities. It has an originary and privileged place of presentation, of 
manifestation, of safekeeping in the Humanities. It has there its space 
of discussion as well as of reelaboration. All this passes as much by way 
of literature and languages (that is, the sciences called the sciences of 
man and culture) as by way of the non-discursive ~rts, by way of law 
and philosophy, by way of critique, questioning and, beyond critical 
philosophy and questioning, by way of deconstruction - there where 
it is a matter of nothing less than re-thinking the concept of man, the 
figure of humanity in general, and singularly the one presupposed by 
what we call, in the university, for the last few centuries-, the Humani-
ties. From this point of view at least, deconstruction (and I am not at all ~. 
embarrassed to say so and even to claim) has its privileged place in the 
university and in the Humanities as the place of irredentist resistance -
or even, analogically, as a sort of principle of civil disobedience, even 
of dissidence in the name of a superior law and a justice of thought. --
Here let us call thought that which at times commands, according to a 

· · law above all laws, the justice of this resistance or this dissidence. It 
is also what puts deconstruction to work or inspires it as justice. This 
right must be without limit, ifl may say so, to authorize the deconstruc
tion of all the determined figures that this sovereign unconditionality 
may h_ave assumed through history. Fm this, we have to enlarge and 
reelaborate the concept of the Humanities. To my mind, it is no longer 
a matter,simply of the conservative and humanist concept with which 
most often the Humanities and their ancient canons are associated -
canons which I believe ought to be protected at any price. This new con
cept of the Humanities, even as it remains faithful to its tradition, should 
include law, "legal studies," as well as what is called in this country, where 
this formation originated, "theory" (an original articulation of literary 
theory, philosophy, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and so forth), qut also, of 
course, in all these places, deconstructive practicq: Ahd we ~ilr have· 
to distinguish carefully here between, on the one hind, the principle of 
freedom, autonomy, resistance, disobedience, or dissidence, the princi
ple that is coextensive with the whole field of academic knowledge and, 
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on the other hand, its privileged place of prwntation, of reelaboration, 
and of thematic discussion, which ,in my opinion would more properly 
belong to the Humanities, but to the transformed Humanities. Ifl link 
all of this with insistence not only to the question of literatures, to a 
certain democratic institu~ion that is called literature or literary fiction, 
to a certain sim\dacrum and ,a certain "as if,"'but also to the question 

. of. the profe:i"sion and of its future, it is because throughout a history of 
travail (usually translated as "work" or "labor" but I will leave it in French 

· for the moment), which is not only trade or craft, then a history of trade 
or craft, which is not always professioh,-then a history of the profession, 
which is not always that of professor, I would like to connect this_ prob
lematic of the university without condition to a pledge, a commitment, a 
promise, an act of faith, a declaration of faith, a-profession ,of faith that in 
an original way ties faith to kri;wledge in the university, an'd above all in 
that place of the self-presentation of uncoriditionality that will: 'go by the · 
name Humanities. Tolink'in a certain way,faith_to knowle4ge,faith in 
knowledge, is to articulate movements thafcould be called per£;orrnative 
with constative, descriptive, or theoreti(al movements. A profession of 
faith, a commitment, a promise, an assumed responsibility, all thati calls 
not upon discourses of knowledge but upon performative di~courses th<.tt 
produce the event they speak of. One will therefore have to ask ones~lf 
what "professing" means. What is one doing when, performatively, one 
professes but also when one exercises a profession and singularly th~ 
profession of professor? I will thus rely often and at length on Austin'~ 
now dassic distinction between performative speech acts and constativ'e' 
speech acts. This distinction will have been a great _event in the twenti- · 
eth century·:-;- and it will first have been an academic event. It will have 
taken place i~ the university and in a certain way, it i's.the Humanitie§:. 
that made it come about and that explored its resom:ces; it is to and:: 
through the Jtumanities that this happened, and its consequences are 1 

incalculable. F;ven while recognizing the power, the legitimacy, and the'. 
necessity of the1distinction between constative and performative, I have _j 
often had occasion, after a certain point, not 'to put it back in question-but.,.~\ 
to analyze its presuppositions and to complicate them; I will do so once ,· 
again today, but this time frorµ another point of view and after having 
made this pair of concepts count for so much, I will ep.d up designating a 
place where it fails and must fail. This place will be precisely what happens, 
comes to pass, that at which one arrives or that which happens to us, _ . 
arrives to us, the event, the place of the taking-place - and- which cares 
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The fature ef the prefession 

as little about the performative - the performative power - as it does 
about the constative. And this.crui·h-appen, this can arrive in and by the 
Humaniti~s. 

Now I., am going to begin, at on~e by the end and by the beginning. 
For I began with the end as. if it we,re the beginning. 

As if the end of work were at the origin of the world. Yes, "as if," I indeed 
said "as if ... " At the same time as a reflection on the history of work, 
that is, travail, it is.alsq no doubt a meditation on thr "as," the "as such," 
the "as if" that I will propose to you, and perhaps on a politics of the 
virtual. Not a!virtual politics but a politics ef the virtfr;:il in the cyberspace 
or cyberworld of worldwide-ization[6ne of the mutations that affect the !.;.,,. '~ :tf,,;.:.~ 
place and the nature of university travail is today a_ certain delocalizing,,6y ~el . 
virtualization of the space of communication, discussion, publication,t.f.src1s . Coi/11(,~~ 

archivizatio~ It is not the virtualization that. is absolutely novel in its 94;.s._,,...../ -:! 
structure, for as soon as there is a trace, there is als'o ,some virtualiza- i p:qce 
tion; this is th~ "abc" of deconstruction. What is ne~ quantitatively,/ \ 
is th~3ccelq~tion of the rhy_!hm, the extent and powers of.capitaliza- :;;~ ~t'e.( 
tion ?fJ~Eh a_ vi~Elal~9:: He~ce the ~ecessity to r:thi~k the ,;onc~pts of v,~hii,}~{;~

4 
the possible and the impossible. This new techmcal stage of virtual-·- . I 
ization (computerization, digitalization, virtually immediate worldwide- J 

ization of readability, tele-work, and so forth) destabilizes, as we well ;, 
lpow,:the univers~ habi~. It ~~_ts the univer_:sity's to_R.ology, disturbs ~i~f>t..fk 
· ever.ything that organizes the places defining it, namely, the territory , .). ,, 
: of its fields and its disciplinary frontiers as well as i~es of di~cus- thll· ,' ~ 
sio~~--its .. field of~'e, its7fo:;pffilaiz;-its theor~tiZitl battlefi~ and ·'ryf01 '?JY 
tlie:-comimmrtary-structure of its "campus." Where is to be found. th~- I 

coriii~unitary place and ffiesocial ~ond of a "campus" in the cyberspa
tia1 ag~ of 'the co_n1puter, of tele-:work, and of the World Wide Web? '\ 
Where does the exercise of democracy,· be it a university democracy, have . ) 
its place in what my colleague Mark Pos~er calls "CyberDemocracy"!,~ j. ' ,: 
One has the clear sens~ tha.t, more radicalfy,..w.b.aLbas-heen_ups.eu.h Jiu 'Y/ S , , · 

j\1tl11~ Wa is the topology of the e~effi<::~1arrJ,1; ~f : ,i; 
5tJ~. · - . · · - Jt.-,t, ere,.}: .. ' 

What then are we doing when we say "as if"? Notice· that I have not .i · . 
yet said "it is as if the end of work wer~ ·at ,th~ origin of th~:~orici." 
I have not said anything whatsoever that was and I have not said it in 
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a principal clause. I left suspenc:led, I abandoned to its interruption a 
strange subordinate clause ("as if the end of work were at the origin of 
the world"), as if I wanted to let an example of the "as if" work all by 
itself, outside any context, to attract your attention. What are we doing 
when we say "as if"? What does an "if" do? We are acting as if we were 
responding to at least one of several of the possibilities - or to more than 
ope at a tim~ - that !"am going to begin to enumerate. 

· I' :First f~ssibility: by saying "as if," are we abandoning ourselves to the 
arbitrary, to dream, to imagination, to utopia, to hypothesis? Everything 
I am preparing to say will tend to show that the answer .cannot be so 
simple. 

2. Or, second possibility, with this "as if" are we putting to work certain 
types of judgment, for example those "reflective judgments" concerning 
which Kant regularly said that they operated "as if" (als ob) an under
standing contained or comprehended the unity of the variety of empirical 
laws or "as if it were a lucky chance favoring our design fgleich als ob es 
ein gli.icklicher unsre Absicht begi.instigender Zufall wiire]."3 In this latter case, 
that of the Kantian discourse, the gravity, seriousness, and irreducible 
necessity of the "as if" points to nothing less than the finality.of nature, 
that is, a finality whose concept, Kant tells us, is among the most unus11,al 
and difficult to pin down. For, he says, it is neither a concept ef nature nor ..a 
concept qffreedom. Therefore, although Kant does not say as much in this:. 
context and for good reason, this "as if" would itself be something like an'·, 
agent of deconstructive ferment since it in some way exceeds and comes' 
close to disqualifying the two orders that are so often distinguished and 
opposed, the order of nature and the order of freedom. The opposition · 
that is thereby disconcerted by a certain "as if" is the very one that orga-. 

. nizes all our'fundamental concepts and all the oppositions in which they·, .. 
/'. are determined and in which they determine, precisely, what is proper · 

. , ; · \to man? the hu,~an_ity o~ man (p~usis/ te~hne,_ phusis! nomos, nature versus 
\.-' 

0 
'\)\' .\ pumamty, and w1thm this humamty, wh1~h 1s also that of the Human-

\ \''"'
1 

C f ties, one finds ~ociality, law, history, politics, community, and so forth, 
~· .1,' >;_& 11 set within the·same oppositions). ~a~t~u_s_,_in effect, 

D :-·f' hat the "as if" plays a decisive role in the coherenf~ation oFour 
\G\·.·,. Iv experi~e~~ant isalsosi5meonewlioatte~ed,· 1nanextrernely 

;, complex fashion, to both justify and limit the role of the Humanities in 
teaching, culture, or the critique of taste. 4 This was recalled and analyzed 
in a magisterial fashion by two of my friends and colleagues to whom 
I owe a lot: Sam Weber in an inaugural book in many ways, and one 

t 
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that is very dear to me, Institutiori dnd Inlirpretation,5 followed recently by f'l~1· \l 
a remarkable article on '~The _ _E.l!_t!]~- of ~he_Humanities,"6 and Peggy?~ 1 t 
Kamuf who treats this same text of Kant's in lier admirable book on \ 
The Division'ef Literature, or the Universiry'.in Deconstruction.7 Sam Weber and 
Peggy Kamuf say decisive things, and I ref er you to them, concerning 
what is happening between deconstruction, the history of the university, 
and the Humanities. ~~_h~~w:ould be another·; 
ave:;n!]e on the same site, another path through the same landscape. And 
if my trajectory apJYears aiffcrenfliere,1--;ill-douhtless cross-their tracks 
at more than one intersection. For example, in the reference to Kant. j 
There is nothing surprising in the fact that the Third Critique comes back 
with such insistence in the United States in all the di~courses on the 
institutions and the disciplines tied to the Humanities, on the problems 
of professionalization that are posed there. Kant also has a whole set of 
propositions on this subject, notably on work, craft, and the arts, both the 
liberal arts and the salaried, mercenary arts, but also on _the conflict of 
.the faculties - something I discussed many years ago in Economimesis and 
Mochlos. 8 This recurrent appeal to Kant may be especially remarked, in 
fact, in the United States where, for reasons that should be analyzed, 
'the term Humanities has known a particular history and still appears at 
:.the twentieth century's end in the figure of a problem, with a semantic 
.:rnergy, a conflictual presence, and resonance that it has doubtless never 
had or that it lost in Europe and no doubt everywhere else in the world 
where American culture is not prevalent. There are certainly interwoven 
reasons for this, in particular that of the effects of the worldwide-ization 
underway that always passes by way of the United States, its political, 
technci-economic, and techno-scientific power, in a more unavoidable 

and visible fashion. -, r." 
3.\finally, third possibiliry, does not a certain "as if" mark, in thousands 11

" ( ·r 
of ways, the.structure and the mode of being of all objects belonging to 0\' 

1 

1, ~ 
the academic field called the Humanities, whether they be the Humani- yvp¥'~ J/ 

ties of yesterday or today or tomorrowf] will not hasten for the moment I \f("1'ii'~ ~ ,J•, 
to reduce these "objects" to fictions, simulacra, or works of art, while ·0 i •,,r~irht

1
1? 

acting as ifwe. already had at our disposal reliable~{ f1'€\:]}1 
~aj)he...work. But if one were to follow common sense, couldn't one 
say that the modality of t~ars appropriate to what ar_~ .c:.aJI_rd 
oeuvres, singularly oeuvre; d'art, the fine a.r:ts (painting, sc,ulp·t~te; cinema, 
rhusic-;poetfy,"titerature, anclsoforth): but al~.Q,1Q~s_o:inpJ.ex_d~gr~es and 
according to CQ.mR).ex stratifications, to all the discursive idealities, to all -- -- - -· -- ---------···----·--------·-----" ........ , - -
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t~e symjiolic or cultural pro~ctions that define, in the general field of the 
university, the disciplines said to be in the Humanities - and even the ju
ridical disciplines and the production oflaws, and even a certain structure 
of scientific objects in general? 

I have already quoted n:vo of Kant's "as if"s. There is at least one 
more. I would npt .subscribe to it without reservation. With it, Kant 
se~ms tp me··to place too much confidence in a certain opposition of 

· \. \:, o\Ji I nature and art, at the very moment when the "as if" makes it tremble, 
{·l ·-;;. \, just as we saw happen a moment ago to the opposition of nature and 

1; ",A',, .freedom. But I recall this remark for two reasons: on the one hand, so as to \ ·,c~, I 

< " . ,. \.; ii suggest that what is perhaps at issue here is changing the sense, the 
' ,. 

status, the stake of the Kantian "as" and "as if," which would be a subtle 
displacement but one whose consequences seem to me limitless; on the 
other hand, I am preparing to cite an "as if" that describes·an essential 
modality of experience of works of ar{,'in otner words, of~ich, 
to a large. extent; defines the field of the classical Humanities insofar 
as it concerns us here today. Kant says that "in a product of beautiful 
art, we must become conscious that it is art and not nature; but yet the 
purposiveness in its form must seem to be as free from all constraint of 
arbitrary rules as if it were a product of mere nature. "9 

In a provisional way and so as to introduce from a distance my remarks, 
my hypotheses, or my profession of faith, I wanted to draw your attentior\ 
to this troubling thing we do when we say "as if" and to the connectiori; 
this troubling thing, which looks like a simulacrum, might have with' 
the questions I am preparing to address, the conjoined questions of 
profession and confession, of the university with or without condition '-

l of the humanity of man and of the Humanities, of work [travai~ and of 
', 1 literature. · 

For what I would like to attempt with you is this apparently impossible . 
ii 1 ~\.\f"v,'/ thing:Jo link this "as if" to th~king of an event, that is, to th~ 
y 17 / Q[J__~aps happens, that is s~edtotakeplace, that is · 
,/ \L ~~ SJlJ.2~~lace=a~ha~eto: 
~'\ \'f' ( what is called le travail(vvork).)!f is generally _believed that, in order to ::-, 
il\\°-1y.< happen, to take place, an event must interrupt the order of the "as if," and ; 
\J , C. 'D(.:: therefore that its "place" must be real, effec.tive, concrete enough to belie 
\. Q~ ( {'!" \\. the whole logic of the "as iQ What happens, the~,.-~n the p~~ 
\ 11 v-~1 · ~ virtual, freed from itsTen;itori:a1(a~]lius~s 
, v__ and when1t ~omes·subJectto the moffafity of an "as if'? I will speak \,';f' ) r,-_ ____ __..--- - - - -- ~ --- ~ -, ;t of an event that, without necessarily corrimg about tomorrow, would 

1 .'! remain perhaps - and I underscore perhaps - to come: to. come through 
I . 

I 
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the university, to come about arr'd to-come through it, thanks to it, in what 
is called the u'iiiversity, assuming that it has ever been possible to identify 
a~ in.si~e of the u~iversity, that is, a prope~ essen~e of the sovereign university, and , • l .) . 
w1thm 1t, somethmg that one could also 1dentlfy, properly, under the name 1J r ,1.1,e"'' · 

of"Humanities." I am thus referring to a university that would be what~'t t, n /v, 
always should have been or always should have represented, that is, fro i;Yb 
its inception and in principle: sovereignly autonomous, unconditionally t'.OA{,'tro Y\ 
free in its institution, sovereign in its speech, in its writing, in its thinking. 
In a thinking, a writing, a speech that would be not only the archives 
or the productions of knowledge but also performative works, which are 
far from being neutral utopias. And why, we will wonder, would the 
principle of this unconditional freedom, its active anc;l militant respect, 
its effective enactment, its mise en oeuvre, be confided above all to the new 
"Humanities" rather than to any other disciplinary field? 

By putting forward these questions, which still resemble virtual desires 
taken for realities, or at best barely serious promises, I seem to be profess
i~g some faith. It is as if' I w~re engaging i~~l'!.of~~~-ion of fa~h. Some 
would say perhaps that I am dreaming out loud while already engaging 
in a profession of faith. Assuming that one knows what a profession of 
faith is, one may then wonder who is responsible for such a profession 
of faith. Who signs it? Who professes it? I do not dare ask who is its 

·:: professor but perhaps we should analyze a certain inheritance, in any 
- case a certain proximity between the future of the academic profession, 
that of the profession of professor, the principle of authority that derives 
from it, and the profession of faith. 

What does to profess mean in su_!ll? And what stakes are still hidden ~-----·------in this question as concerns travail, work, career, trade, craft (whether 
professional, professorial, or not), for the university of tomorrow and, 
within it,_for the Humanities? 

This word "profess" of Latin origin (prefiteor, fissus sum, eri; pro etfateor, 
which means to speak; from which comes also fable and thus a certain 
"as if"), ~eans, ~)"~~n_ch as i~_ English, to declare openly, to declare publicly . .. 
In English:-says the OED, -it_has on1y_i-religioussenseoef6re-r300. 
"To make one's profession" ~eans then "to take the vows of some reli-
gious order." The declaratiof!: _ Qf the one who _prgf_c:s~rs_ is_a _peifo~mative 
·d_~claration-in:some way. It-pledge~ like''an-act of sworn faith, <).n oath,-;, 
[~a manifestation, an attestation, or a rromise, a ·commitment. 
To profess is to make a pledge while coqimitting one's responsibility. 
"To make profession of" is to declare out loud what one is, what one 
believes, what one wants to be, while asking another to take one's word 

,, 
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and believe this declaration. I· insist on this performative value of the 
declaration that professes while promising. One must underscore that 
constative utterances and discourses of pure knowledge, in the university 
or elsewhere, do not belong, as such, to the order of the profession in 
the strict sense. They belong perhaps to the .craft, career, the "metier" 
(competence, kno.wl.edge; know-how), but not to the profession under
stood in a rigorous sense. The discourse of profession is always, in one 
way or another, a free ~aith;JJ:: i!~~po~~~L1Yi__it 
.exceeds pure techno-soent1fic knowied~~o profess 1s to pleclge oneselt 
whii;aeclarrngoneself, wliile gzvi~elf out to be, while promising this or 
thatyammaticum se prqfessus, Cicero tells us in the Tusculanes (2, r 2), is to 
give oneself out to be a grammarian, a master of grammar. It is neither 
necessarily to be this or that nor even to be a competent expert; it is to 
promise to be, to pledge oneself to be that on one's word. Philosophiam 
prefiter is to profess philosophy: not simply to be a philosopher, to practice 
or teach philosophy in some pertinent fashion, but to pledge oneself, 
with a public promise, to devote oneself publicly, to give oneself over to 
philosophy, to bear witness, or even to fight for it. And what matters here 
is this promise, this pledge of responsibility, which is reducible to neither 
·,theory nor practice~~~~s always in~ E_erfo~mative _speech 
act, even if the knowledge, the:_ objeg, the content of what one profe.sses, 
~- -------- - ·--- ~-Qf__what oneteacnes · or practices remains on the order of the theoretical 

or the ·constative~· Because-tne act· of professingTs. ;·perfu-rrnati~ 
·: · · . " ~ct-ind because the event that it is or produces depends only on this 

'(Q\,k" ;,, [1ing11istic promise, its proximity to the fable, to fabulation, and to fictioh, 
, . c,?1 

1 
to the "as if," will always be formidable. ' 

:: , , '· What i:~lation is there between professing and working? In die 
· university? In the Humanities? 

II 

From my first\ sentence, as soon as I began to speak, I named le travail, 
work, by saying' "As if the end of work were at the beginning of the world." 

What is work; that is, le travail (I believe we will have to keep this word 
in French here)? When and where does un travail take place, its place? 

1 ,, For lack of time in particular, I cannot enter into i'l rigorous semantic , 
- \J '· "'. 'i analysis. Let us recall at least two .features that·concern the university. Le 

vQr . travailj-.D!QLme1:.<ili7_J!cti~ne..can act witho~ arid 
vi. c·, I)~'' L it is not certain that a praxis, in particular a theoreticafpractice, consti-

. , . L' tutes, stricto sensu, un travail. Above all, whoever works is n.ot necessarily 
\) ' 

~\J\_n_ r'.·,· E:? 
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granted the n~m~ or status of wor-I<er; tratiailleur. The agent or the sub
ject who wor~s, the operator, is not always called a travailleur (laborator) 
and the sense'___seems to be modified w,hen ~oe~ verb to ..----------- ) --~ --------- ----
the noun: the travail of whoever travailfe. in general is not' always tne la-
borofa''traVailleur." Thus, in the university, among all those who, in 
one way or another, are supposed to be working there (teachers, staff or 
administrators; researchersi students), some, notably students, as such, 
will not ordinarily be called "travaill,eurs" ,as long as a salary (merces) does 
not regularly compensate, like a commodity in a market, the activity of 
a craft, trade, or profession. A fellowship or scholarship,,will not suffice 
for this. The student may ve_ry well work a lot, h~ will p_e held to be a 
travailleur, a worker,, on condition of being on the market ;and only if in 

- addition he performs some task,' for example, here in the US, that of the 
;, ~eaching ~ssistart,t. ~na.smuch a_s he studies, purel ----':!E~ siniply, an9 evens~-/- r

~~aent is not hel to_ be a travazlleur. Eve~ if-~nd bv., ;--~ tJY 
'! will i~sist on thi~ m ~ ~~afe~r is not a ha{-, K. /-l(f ~~ 
profession, the worker is someone whose work is recogmzed 'as a craft, ,~ 0-.p'fJ 
trade, or profession ~ri a market. All of these social semantics are ro9ted, lv--vfrf'(-l:'; ! 

as you know, in a long socio-ideological history that goes back at feast · 'f 

t,o the Christian .Middle Ages. One may thus work a lot without being a \ 
Worker recognized as such in the society. · 
··i Another distinction will count for us more and more, which is why I 
pay it considerable attention_ right ~wai: ~~~ <;:~-a lQ.t,~n w,,rfq . 
work a lot as ,a_l!)!)rke!_,_ a travazllew_-,__without the effect or the result of th~ / ~ 
:v~rk (the opus o~t~~-operatio~) bein? rec~gniz~"wo_[ls" this time -';: o:,.,l' 
m ~e sen~e. ·not of die pro?uctive ac~vi.ty out of the pr~duct, ~' that?' , i :J 
which remaznfafter_and-b~yond~the-.t1me of the operation. )t would often a. "v'Urk"-
'< .. ' -·---------· - ------
be difficult to identify and objectify the proaffct of very hard work carried 
out by the most indispensable and devoted 'Yorkers, the least well treated 
workers in soctety,.the most invisible ones_as well (those who dispose C>f 
the trash of our'cities, for e":xample, or t~O__Q)?trol airtraffic, more 
generally those w~e(;..thUDJ~~tions or transmissions of which j'-_ . 
t!!fre remain onl~tual traces -'- and this field is enormous and growing . 
steadily).(Th~rt(;Te thus workers whose work, and"even whose productive 
work, does not give ris_e to substantial -or real products, only to virtual 
specter0 But when work gives rise to real or realizable prodi°icts, pm:, J:9;1!-St 
then introduce another essential distinction within-the irpmens'e variety· 
of products and structures of products, withir:t a]l the' for~s of materiality, 
of reproducible ideality, of u_se and exchange '(ralues, and so forth. Certain 
products of this working activity are ·held to be objectivizable use or 
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exchange values without deserving, it'.is believed, the title of oeuvres (I can 
say this word only in French). To othe~ works, it:is believed that the name 
of oeuvres can be attributed. Their appropriation;_ their relation with liberal 
or salaried work, with the signature.or the authority of the author, and 
with the market are of a gre11t structural and historical complexity that I 
wi1f not anal~~e here{:?e firs~ exan:ple of o~uv~es that come to mind are 
oeuvres<!:' art (Vlsual; musical or d1scurs1ve, a pamtmg, a concerto, a poem, a 
novel)~but since we are inte~rogatin.g the enigma ~fthe co_ncept of oeuvre, 
we would have to extend this field as soon as we tned to discern tlie type 
~..mp~_y_in.th~auities. Int e 
Humanities, one no doubt treats in particular oeuvres (oeuvres d'art, either 
works of discursive art or not, literary or not, canonical or not). But in 
principle the treatment of works, in the acad~mic tradition\;depends on 
a knowledge that itself does not consist in oeuvres. To profess or· to be a professor, 
in this tradition that is, precisely, undergoing mutation, was n~idoubt to 
produce and to teach a knowledge even while professing, that. is, even 
while promising to take a responsibility that is not exhausted in; tl:ie act 

J of knowing or teaching._ But, in the classical-modern traditioB tha:t we 
are interrogating, to. know how to profess, or to profess a knowledge, or 
even how to produce a knowledge is not to produce oeuvre~ 

_ ;<1:s such, doe~ an ~e.--H-i or her authori as _rofessor 1;;_
1 

i,,~'<"-~ n~:ftne author-6tan oeuvre, a work. It 1s perhaps this that has';. 
'(__'{/µ \_ ~c~fewcl~ncountering the frequently\ 

indignant resistance and protestations of those who believe they carr . 
J discern; in writing and in the language, between criticism and creation, 1 

reading arn;l writing, the professor and the author, and so forth. The 
deconstructtdIJ. un:derway is no doubt not unrelated to this mutation. It is'~ 
even its essential phenomenon, a more complex signal th,m its detractors r~ 
admit and which.we must take into account. In principle, if we refer to ':: 
the canonical state of certain conceptual distinctions, and if we rely on ) 
the massive and largely accepted distinction between performatives and I 

constatives, we hiay deduce from it the follow,ing propositions: 
r. All work, all travail(work in gen al~k_o£th~w0r~ 

-,'-1 ·~necessar r oil.native,~ 1s, it d~produce <!:!1-~t~t 
)'t'";.r/''m et is eve , 1t 1s not~ i_ts~~' _it ~oes not con~ist in 

c:::.-' 0. I the event 1t spe s of,even if 1t 1s productive, even if 1t leaves a product 
'o, ~ ~i behind, whether or not this product is an oeuvre'. -. _ 
~ / 2 J".very. erformative doubtless roduces somethin , it makes iln event 

18
_\s_~t, but ':hat it makes _ii;i this way and makes c~me-about in this 

a'l'l~), wqy 1s not necessarily an oeuvre; 1t.
1
must always be authorized by a set of 
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conventions pr_ conventionalfic:ti0hi; of''as if"s on which an institutional 
community Jis founded and to which it agrees. 

3. Now, as traditionally defined, t~e university would be a place iden-. 
tical to its~l~-~on-substitut~ble loc~lity, rooted in the g~, fimiling\ 
fuesubstrtutabihty of places m cyberspace),~ place, ~at 

gives risnaly to the produ~_a_r::~-~~hing~ a k~~g~--~~voi~J,J\ ~l\_lL 

~~Eazssa~]_wlios.t.for~g~ot,-1:1_)··. t 111 
- rinciple, performative but theoretical and constatiye, even if the ob- ,.,,..l),.J\~~ 

jec s o 1s owledge are sometimes of a philosophical, ethical, politi- :-. \:\~ 
cal, normat~ve, pres~ri~tive, or axiological nat1.;r<;; :and ~ven ~ in a ~till >~-)'.~~<;'~ 
more troubling fashion, the structure of these obJ~£.~.of_~_?wl~~ge::_ 1~ t .:,,...:.:4cc,; I 
structure of fiction obeying}he strang~ _moctality of tl-fe _ "as if" (p_gem, "( 
novel,· oeuvre d'/art in g~_er.al,l?~L~J.s9.-Jc~-~g__!_h_~, in the str~~ture o · ( 
a-pefformativ~ance - for example of the juridicar'orconstitutiona 
~c:loesr:tbfoelong to the realist and constative description of what is, 
but produces the event on the basis of the qualified "as i('.' of a supposed I 

. established convention). ln a C@§ical universiry; in. confdrmity with its _ 
. accepted definition, one ractices the study, the' knowledge of the norII1a- '[ufctii"'j 

I tive, prescr~_s_performati\'..e.,_aru c.tLonaLpossib.ili.tie.s_tbat I nave j:w,t f~1l:'i11.,.,.._\ ll/l 
· · ~numerated and_thaLare..more..often-.the..objecLofihiliumaniti~s .. But \( i,w!J,<~ 
\ :his study, ~his knowledge, thi~ing, this doctrine o_ught to ~long to k,Ll~ ;".,t!J . 

·~ me theoretical and constatlve order. The act of profr~ng"f:-::gq~tnn.~_ffi9:Y' ~o \L~iar.{J,.t,-: 
--~3-p~rm~tive_act-, b~!_!he_~ne_i~}J2S· This is(a ~imita~con~ern- {orJei--l: 
1ng wh1~h Lwill say t~at ,2.n~ must mdeed, at the same time, conserve 1t @ij ! : 

chan~ ma non-d1al~~t1cal mode,: . . . . I 
L _One must reaffirm 1t because a certam neutral theoret1c1sm 1s the , 

0 
{ 

chance for the Critical 'and more-than-critical (deconstructive) UnCOndi- t,o,,J-'!l'v€ I 
.. I 

tionality,that we are talking about and that, in principle, we a:ll uphold, 
we all decJare to uphold, in the university 

2. One i:r_lust change while reaffirming this limitation because it must 
be admitted; and profe'ssed, that this unconditional theoreticism will it
self always suppose a performative profession of faith, a belief, a decision, 
a public pledge, an ethico-political responsibility, and so forth. Here-is 
found the principle of the unconditional resistance of the university. One 
may say that, from .the point of view of this classical auto-definition of 
the university, there is no place in it, no essential, intrinsic, ~rope; place . / 
either for non-theoretical work, for discourses of~ pe;r:forinative type,- or, 
a fortiori, for those singular performative actslngendering today, in certain 
places in the Humanities today, what are called oeuvres. The classical auto
definition and auto-limitation that 1 have just evoked characterized the 
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academic space reserved formerly for the Humanities, even where the 
contents, objects, and themes of these prqduced or t,aught forms of knowledge 
were of a philosophical, moral, political, historical, linguistic, aesthetic, 
anthropological nature, that is, be.longed to 'fields where evaluations, 
normativity, and prescriptiy~. experience are admitted and sometimes 
constitutive. In the."clq.ssical tradition, the Humanities define a field of 
_krtow.~e~ge,-sometimes ·of knowledge production, but without engender-

, aiµign~d-work,s-or-oeuvres,_whether...the.s.e_ar:e:works-0£a.1:t--0r-not. I will 
once again invoke Kant.in order t6 define these classical limits assigned 
to the traditional Humanities by those·who demonstrate their necessity. 

_ · Kant sees there first of all.a "propaedeutic" to the Fine Arts Tather than 
I a practice of the arts. Propaedeutic is his word. The Third Critique specifies 
/ that this pedagogic preparation, this simple introd.uctiori to, the arts will 
/ come at that poinHn the ord_er of knowledge (the knowledge of what 
/ is and not of what ought to be) where it must not involve any' ''.prescrip
I tions" (Vorschriften). The Humanities (Humaniora) must prepa1~ without 
I prescribin~: they ~o_uld propose me_rely_ forms °.f knowledge ~har, !P-or~
i over, remam prehmmary ( Vorkenntmsse); And without bothenng, m this 

I ;~xt, wit~ ~onsideratio~s of the long and sedimented history ~f the_ «rord 
Humamtres," Kant discerns there solely the study that favors the legal 

I communication and sociability among men, that which gives the tast~ 
, of the common sense of humanity (allgemeinen Menschensinn). There is,l:. f .. ,I then, a theoreticism here, but also a Kantian hum~privileges:~; 

'.;/:-')~ - ~e constative discourse and the ~e." TheHumanities. 
'j ~r/'are .. ar0 must be sciences. Elsewliere, -i.i1"Mochlos," I tried to lay out mi 
'G j reservations on this subject even as I saluted the logic one finds at work in 

-..;- The Coriflict ef...t{te.Faculties. This theoreticism limits or forbids the possibil-'' 
' ity for a professor to pr<:>duce oeuvres or even prescriptive ·qr performative (, 

utterances in general; but it is also what permits Kant tQ withdraw the 

I faculty of philo~ophy from any outside power, notably from State power 
and guarantees it an unconditional freedom to say what is true and to 
conclude as to the subject of truth, provided that it does so in the inside 

/ of the university. Thi~ fjnal limitation ~y_publicly all that one believes 
1
1 to be true and what one belieyes one must say, but only inside the uni

/ versity)-;"lias never-been,-I-oelieve, -eitlier tenable or respecta~act ' - --- . ....,.. _________ -- _____________ __...,... 

\ Jr oy_ l~w.--Hi.fftliefra~sformation ~ay__ofp~blic <;:ybe~space, which 
i~~.!ili!.1.C:.91l...a worldwide scale, beyond state-;na!!_onal frontlers, seeIQ§.Jo 

/

:n~_gg.er_it more archaic than ever .. .AnclyetTbelieve (this is:/ike a profes
sion of faith that I address to you :;tnd submit to your judgment) that the 
idea of this space of the academfo type, which has to be Rrotected by 

{ 
I 

I 
pJ{--~ Ly~tp,,.c-c 

't"J\~\\e.i,y~,f fro-.~/~ill~~\ 
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a kind of a9sq_lute immunity, as-n its-Tnterior were inviolable, is an idea 
we must reji.ffirm, declare, and profess endlessly - even if the protection 
of this aof:iemic immunity (in the ~ense in which we speak of biologi- u\i.-..\0"1 
cal, diplomatic, or parliamentary ~mun. ity) is never pure, can always/ 'f\~~(;r';l~'0Jil!t,b 
develop dangerous processes of auto-immunity, and must not prevent us u'I\\" 
from a~dressi~g ou.rselv~8c to.~he uni:ersity's outsi~e, w~thout any utopic .

1 neutrality. · 1s freedom or rmmumty of the Umvers1ty and above all 
of its Hu niti~s is somethm we must ~ claim to w ecommitting \ . 
ourselves to it with all our might - n~~lyTn~verbal aiid decfa~: 4l
~10n, but i~~ and i~.,.:vtpiak!.._~~~!1 
events. . . · 
~inst the horizon of these preliminary reminde\-s and these classic 
definifions, cine may see certain questions taking sh~pe. They have at 
least two .forn:,s, for the moment, but we might see .them change and 
become mor,e specific as we go along. 

1 . First, if this is indeed the way things are, if in the classical and 
modern academic tradition (up through the nineteenth-~c~ntury model) 
normative and prescriptive performativity, and a .fortiori the production 
of oeuvres, must remain foreign to the field of university work, even in the 
Humanities, .foreign to their teaching, that is, in the strict sense of the . 
word, to their theory, to their theorems as discipline or doctrine (Lehre), 
then what does it mean "to profess"? What is the difference between a 

-. trade ot craft and a profession? And then between any profession and the 
·· ~rofession of th~ professor? ~s the ~~er~~twe_i:_~_the diffe_!~1:,t_ 

types of authority granted to craft or trade, to profess10n, and to the 
~pTo_f~ ottheprofessor?·- ---------------· ···----·-·---~---·-··--------·· .. I {\Ji!'' 
-2-. ~.omethfug hap.1;2mf:.d.JQ_tbis_d!!.ssic.al;_mo.dem.@iver ~ t;, ' i\ 

~ to these Huma1:1ities? Is th~methin[. happ:~~g ~~-~-o .\l:e- L\,,J•,.~!!,1 

prorp1sm.~-~o happen ~hesl';__depn~!~<?E,s, e1t~er:5ecause z_.'\..:.i."'')1''j .. 
tliis mutat~on trans~~:.ms the essenc~. of th~ m~wers1ty, ~nd m 1t the fu- , 1,._l w;:tlfW,I 
ture of the· Humamtles, or because 1t consists m revealmg, through the ~ · · : 
seismic activities underway, that this essence has never conformed to 
these definitions however obvious and indisputable they are? And here · 
once again the question "what does it mean 'to profess' for a professor?" 
would be the fault line of this seismic activity underway or still to come. 
~ happens not only when one takes into account the 2e.rf'.-Jrmative , Ji-, ).e;.0 I· 
v~rofessi?n" but when one acce~fessot pro"duces1- f' )~~ 
'~" ;nd notJust knowledge or pb~_::£:_owle_i~~_? To make our way 

0
~_u.L-'i.,_~ 

towar t e definition· oftfi1s type ofparticular performative action that ~ "e>rW:5 
is the act of professing,. and then the act of profession of a professor, and '<l 
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then finally of a professor of Humanities, we must pursue further our 
analysis of the distinctions between acting, doing, producing, working, work in 
general, and the work ef the worker. Ifl had the time, I could recall once again 
and discuss some conceptual distinctions Kant makes between art and 
nature, tekhne and physis,,as well as between Tun (facere) on the one hand 
and, on the other, acting (Handeln), realizing (wirken) in general (agere), or 
·betw:eerrthe product (Produkt) as oeuvre ( Werk, opus) on the one hand, and 
effect ( Wirkung, effectus) on the other hand. 1 0 In the same passage, Kant 
distinguishes between art and science, art and craft (Handwerke), liberal 
art (freie Kunst) and mercenary art (Lohnkunst). Let us return for a moment 
to my equivocal expression: the end ef work. It may designate the suspen
sion, the death, the term of the activity called work. It can also designate 
the object, the aim, the product, or the oeuvre of the work. All action, all 
activity, as we were saying, is not work. Work is no more redudble to tfie 
adivity of the acttfian~ltis to the productivity of th~ prc;ductilln,):y§nir,
out of confusion, these three concepts are often linked. We.know better 
than ever today that a gain in production can correspond to. a dimin
ishing of work. The virtualization of work has always, and today more 
than ever, been able to complicate infinitely this disproportion between 
production and work. There are also activities and even productive ac
tivities that do not constitute work. The experience of what we call work, 
travail, signifies also the passivity of a certain affect; it is sometimes ithe 
suffering and even the torture of a punishment. Travail, is that not 'tri
palium, an instrument of torture? Ifl underscore this doloristic figure of 
punishment and expiation, it is not only in order to recognize the l'.Jib
lical legacy ("in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread"). It is Kant, 
once again, who sees in this expiatory dimension of work a universal 
trait that transcends biblical traditions. I I If I underscore this expiatory 
interpretation of work, it is also so as to articulate or in any case interrogate . ) 
together two phenomena that I am tempted today to gather into the sa11:e 
question: why is it that, on the one hand, we are witnessing throughout 
the world a proliferation of scenes of repentance and expiation (there is 
today a theatrical worldwide-ization of the confession, of which we coulg·, 
cite many examples) and, on the other hand, a proliferation of all sorti · 
of discourses on the end of work? 

Work supposes, engages, apd_situa.tes_ a livingJ2_o_dy. It assigns it a, 
stahleand identinab"ie plac~ even there where the work is said to be,' 

· /<non-manual," "intellectual," or "virtual." Work thus supposes a zone. 
of passivity, a passion, as much as it does a productive activity. Moreover, 

. ,, 
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we must also distinguish between s.oci.al work in general, craft or trade, 
and profession. Not all work is organized according to the unity of a craft 
or a statutory and recognized competence. As for "crafts" or "trades," 
even precisely where they are gathered under these names by legitimate 
institutions or by corporations, not all of them are called, not all of them 
can easily be called, in our languages, professions, at least when these 
languages remember their-Latin. Even if this were not impossible, one 
would not easily speak of the profession of the seasonal farm worker, the 

_ priest, or the boxer since their know-how, their competence, and their 
, : activity suppose neither the permanence nor the social responsibility 

,: __ granted by the, in principle; secular society to someone who exercises a 
; profession by freely committing himself to accomplish a duty. One would 

more easily and above all speak· of the profession of physician, lawyer, 
professor, as if profession, linked more to the liberal and non-mercenary 
arts, implied a pledge of responsibility freely declared, very nearly under 
oath - in a word professed. In the lexicon of "professing," I will emphasize 
less the authority, the supposed competence, and the guarantee of the 
profession or of the professor than, once again, the pledge to be honored, 
the declaration of responsibility. For lack of time, I must leave aside .. this 
long history of the "profession," of "professionalization" that leads to the 
ctjrrent seismic activity. Let us retain, all the same, one essential trait I.hf.. 
id~a of professi~ that beyond and in addition t()_know!edge, 
know-how, and competence, a t~ti~?EiclJ~~1!1.111itment, a fr_e~~om, an~- { ,i .c. df' 

spcinsibility under oatl_:,~s-~_9E~.f~i_g~..?2..!!g_~!':'.sJhe_~ulj~_C!_t()Ter1der ac- f ~ .i:r.0'"_\ I 
~iounal yet to be defined. Finally, all those who exercise a ure,.J 
professionare not pro-fessors~We-;illtfms have to take account of these 
sometimes ·hazy distinctions: between work, activity, production, trade 
or craft, profession, professor, the professor who dispenses a knowledge 
9J- professes· a, doctrine, and th~_prof~~~()r ~no_ 5an aJso-;as-:sucfi~jigi]. -... . 
oeuvres - and ~ho !§. perhaps alg:a.dy_ c;lgigg §_O __ ~r will_go so tomorrow. 

III 

As if, I said at the. outset, the end of work were at the origin of the world. I 
am indeed saying "as if": as if the world began there where work ends, as 
if the mondialisation du mon~~nan call in French the worldr,vide
ization of the world, in short, what you call, in this country,.'globaliza:tiori)" 
had as both its horizon and its origin the dis_appearan~e of what we 
call le travail, this old word,"painfully laden with so much meaning and 
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history: work, labor, travail, and so forth, which always has the sense of 
real, effective, and not virtual work. 

By beginning or by pretending to begin with an "as if," I am neither 
entering into the fiction of a possible future nor into the resurrection of 
an historical or mythical_past, still less of a revealed origin. The rhetoric 
of this "as if" belongs ·-neither to the science fiction of a utopia to come 
(a world .witho'ut work, "at the end without end," in.fine sine.fine of an eter-

. nal sa6batic'al rest, a Sabbath without evening, as in St. Augustine's City 
ef God) nor to the poetics of a nostalgia turned toward a golden age or an 
earthly paradise, toward that moment in Genesis when, before there is 
sin, the sweat oflaboring brows would not yet have begun to flow, either 
in man's toil and plowing or in woman's labor of childbirth. In these 
two interpretations of the "as if," science fiction or memory of the im
memorial, it would be as if in fact the beginnings of the world originarily 
excluded work; there would not yet or no longer be work. It yvould be as if, 
between the concept of world and the concept of travail, there were no 
originary harmony, thus no given accord or possible synchrony. Original 
sin would have introduced work into the world and the end 9f work would 
announce the terminal phase of an expiation. The logical skeleton of this 
proposition in "as if" is that the world and work cannot coexist. One 
would have to choose the world or work, whereas according to common 
sense~t is difficult to imagine a world without work__or--SGm_e work that 
j_s_!Y:}_t__ef_tfz_~ __ Ujorld or in the wq_rjd. The Paulinian conversion of the Gr~ek 
concept of cosmos introduces into the Christian world, among many o~her 
associated meanings, the assignation to expiatory work. I recalled a ino
meht ago that t~~o~2 work, is laden with meanings, history, 
and equivocations, and tliat it is difficult to think it b01ond good and evil. 
Although it is always associated simultaneously with digniry, life, prodi,lc
tion-,-hist:ory, the good, freeaom; if c-6nnotes 110 iessoft~ -;;il, sufferi~g, 
pain, sin, punishment, serv1tuae. But the concept ofworlci is no lessoh-

. scure, in its European)J-reek,Jewish, Christian, Islamic history, between 
science, phil;osophy, and faith, whether the world •is wrongly identified 
with the earth, with the humans on earth, here below or with the heavenly/, 
world above, Qr with the cosmos, or with the universe, and so forth. Suc-;
cessful or not, Heidegger's project, beginning with Sein und ,<)it, will have· -
sought to remove the concept of world and of being-in-the-world from ,, 
these Greek or Christian presuppositions. It is difficult to put any faith in : 
the word "world" without careful prior analyses, and esp.ecially when one 
wants to think it with or witho.ut work, a work whose concept branches 
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out into thf_ notions of activity,_.ofth2'doing or making of technics, on the 
one hand, -£vith passivity, affect, suffering, punishment, and passion, on -
the other !{and. Whence the difficulty of understanding the "as if" with 
which I began: "as if the end of work were at the origin of the world." 
Once again, I am thinking this phrase in French, and I insist on that since 
the French of "globalization," mondialisation, marks a reference to this no
tion of world :charged, with a great deal of semantic history, notably a 
Christian history: the world, as we were saying__a momen~~~t..~r 
the universe, nor the earth, nor the terrestrial globe, nor the cosmos. 
J'Jo, in my mind, this "as if" should not sign~ either towai=Jilie utopia . J ~ 
?r the im~robable future:_of a scie_n~e fiction or t~wa?~ the dream of an \l v,,/!.11 -J · 
~memo'r1al or mythological past zn zllo tem~ore.f'fh1s "asJf" takes account, z\.t- ~5 
m the present; -of two commonplaces, and 1t ptlts them Jo the test: on the 

' l 
one hand, there is a lot of talk about the end of work and, on the other ( 
hand, there is just as much talk about a "globalf' ation," a worldwide
izatio_n of the_W:orld, a becoming-world of the woi:l~. _ _dt?ese are always 
associated with_ each other. I borrow the express on "end;, of work," as 

. you have doubtless· already guessed, from the title of a recent but already 
, well-known- book by Jeremy Rifkin, The End ef Work: The Decli:he- ef the 
·. Global Labor Force and the Dawn ef the Post-Market Era. 1 2 As you also know, 

'._ this book gathers up a fairly widespread sort of doxa concerning the effects 
< of what Rifkin calls the "Third Industrial Revolution." This revolution 

.has the potential, in his opinion, to be "a powerful force for good and 
· evil," and. the "new information and telecommunication technologies 

have the -pot_e~ti~l to both liberat~ a:1:1d de~tabµize civilizati~n" (xviii). I \ es;_!< 
don't know 1f 1t 1s true_ that, as· Rifkin claims, we are entering "a new R '(}? 

11
.,.} f,,.,. 

pha~e in world history": "fewer and fewer workers will be needed to o.JL-
0 

-1,f?Ji:1 
produc(-the goods and. services for the global population." "The End ef };'h-l ~;"i~\\lt
Work," µ'.~_adds naming thus his own bo<?k, "examines the technological e.~~i·"·'t1 
innovations and.market-directed forces that are moving us to the edge 
of a near ~tirkerless wd:dcl''. (xvi). · . · 

What would be the consequences of this from the point of view of 
the university? To know whether these propositions are literally "true," 
one would have to agree about the meaning of each of these words ( end, 
history, world, work1 production, goods, etc.). I have neither the means 
nor the time and therefore no intention to discuss directly eith~r this 
book or this serious and immense problematic, notaJ~ly thicoJc~pts bf 
world and work that are mobilized here. Whether' ~r not one adopts 

. ' .} 

the premises and the conclusions of a discourse like Rifkin's, one must 
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recognize at least (this is the 'minimal copsensus from which I will set 
out) that something serious is indeed happening or is about to happen 

s.\ ,, to what we call "work," "tele-work," virtu~l work, and to what we call 
0',=", · · ~\"·> "world" - and therefore to the being-in-the-world of what is still called 

._ V', •(;.:,_'.,...c.;·;r-\\ ' 
, ~-- - man. ~ust also admit that this depe11_:i~~g~~~-

1 ~ ,scientific mutation that, 'in Jb.sc_yb_~~<2_i:!~-~~-~2~!Q.<J_f the IntgMt, 
\"1"-"':~~01,;.~.e-ma~..,.~cellu~~phones,_affects.tele~w_o!~k,.tl:ie yjrtualization 

~. --~~, \~ · of wo~ame-1:IrQ~ ~~Jh~ c::;_or_g.r:gun1,_c;Jl,pon. <;r(.~wledg~ ~t 
'°"\N~ t'~-. '>< ~am~~-~~~tting~~~~~-''commun~~ 

·-,,l ~ \~JJJ.·,..t e,xperie~ce of_pJ~~_,_ qU9:.ly_ng _pl?,~~'- of, th~~~ent, -~~g-~QU.~ 
~(!., .· t~~t.,.wJ.1~~h-happens,_corg~ut, or as I would prefer to say,~ch 

arnves. 
--=·y~ not going to ente_r into this problema,tic of the ·so~called "end of 
work," which was not altogeth,er absent frcm~ certain texts. of Marx or 
Lenin. As for the latter, he 'associated the progressive reduftion of the 
workday with the process that would bring about the co11i1plete disap
pearance of the State. 1 3 Riilin sees in the third technologic'al -reyolution 
underway an absolute mutation. Thefirsttwo.revolutions, t4a'.t ofsteam, 
coal, steel, and textile (in the nineteenth ceritury) and then that of elec
tricity, petroleum, and the automobile (in the twentieth ceritury); did,n,ot 
radically affect the history of work. This is because they both freed up a 
sector where the machine had not penetrated and where human lab&r, 
non-machine and non~substitutable by the machine, was still availabi~ . 

. _ After these two technical revolutions comes ours, therefor~ the third 
• Gu""("'i.•·•,-·.,~ -~~1 that J C)'.'.b.er~r-acJ;_, mi~-computing, and robotics.1fere, it see~s 

,,, ,; '1/~ . ,.~,/ that There exists_ no fourth z?ne where the unemployed can be put}to 
! ~ ,\_ .r.!!.')!.· work. A s9-~urat10n by machmes heralds the end of the worker, thus ';:t' 
[ .\'<" certain encl of work. End of Der Arbeiter and his age, asJunger might havi. 

said. Riilin's book treats teachers and more generally what he calls the. 

I 
''sef_!2_~--~~~reqg?:~~<.!,;,~a:sp~ciaka~e."'1fl:i1fi115.fgi~£Ltio~_underwa_y. In? 
the past:·wher\. new technologies replaced workers in some sec;:to:ror an-' 
other, new spates appeared to absorb the laborers who lost their jobs. But 
t~ay, when agticulture, industry, and services lay off millions be~e 

i , •r.c~.'.k 1 of tec_!:!_l~~_rggg;.fili,J!l~-.<2.nly c~~g5?_ry....9f_~qrkers spared woul.dJ2.e 
, ,·r·" I,,) t. ~at of "lmow!!:.dge," an "elite of eritr~p~Q~l![S, ~cientists.,_ technicians, 
' 

11\l..."':"" 1 . .1.J C..Q..filP~_!:~1:__P_:5_>.[~~Eler:~,_J~rofessional ed_1J_catQrs,_~n~nsultants" (~vii). 
I 5eJ,,"''' But this remains a narrow sectqr, unable to absorb the mass of the unem-

ployed. Such would be the dangerous singularity of our age. Riilin, does 
not speak of unemployed teachers or aspiring professors, iii .particular in 
the Humanities. ' · 

·-. 
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I will not treat the objections on~ rtoufa,,.-make to these kinds of dis-
I w 

course, in their Jgenerality, neither as concerns the so-called "end of 
work" nor with regard to the so-called /'worldwide-ization." In both 
cases, which ar~ moreover closely linked, 1fl had to treat them head-on, 
I would try to·· distinguish, in a preliminary fashion, between the mas
sive and hardly contestable phenomena that are registered with these 

.. : words, on the one: hand, and, on the other, the use people make of 
'. these words without concept. In fact, no oµe will deny that something 
~. i~_}2ening to work 1n this cen.tJJ.Cy,..Jo the reali~Y2~~e ., 
.. ;~cept of work - active. or actual ~k. What is happening there is '- ·. 
\-indeed an effect of techno-scie11ce, with the worldwide-iz1µg virtualiza-' 
'tI~'e.:work.v\That is happening.in;tieed;-~~
tuates a certain tendency towarctt:he asymptotic reduction of work-time, 
a~ work in real time and localized in the same place as the 

1

body of the 
worker. All of this affects work in the classic forms we have inherited, in 
tli~ new experience of borders, of the nation-state, of virtual co;mmunica
tion, of the speed and spread of information. This evoh~tion ~ in the/ 
~certai.ruv.Qikl~~ization; it is u1;..1.e.r:~ll~l~-~!19fll~~ly ~_ell 
known. But these phenomenal mdices remani partial, heterogeneous; . 
~~u;J ~ent;_th~y call ~9-E cl~~~alysis-and~-at:liioC. 
~ts. Moreover, between these obvious indices and the doxic 
uset-- others might say the ideological inflation - the rhetorical and often 
hazy complacency with which everyone gives in to the words "end of 
work'' and "glob~lization," there is a gap. I do not wish to bridge this gap 
in a facile way-~nd I believe one must sternly criticize those who forget it 
is there. for they attempt thereby to induce forgetfulness of zones in the 
world, poplrlarions, nations; groups, classes, individuals who, massively, 
are the excluded victims of the movement called "the end of work" and 
"globalizatior:( or "worldwide-ization." The~e victims suffer either be
cause they lack :tpe work they would need ·or: else because they work too 
much for the salary they receive in exchange on a worldwide market 
that is so violently inegalitarian. This capitalistic situation (there where 
capital plays an essential role between the actual and the virtual) is more 
tragic in absolute.figures than it has.ever been in the history of humanity. 
Humanity has perhaps never been further from the worldwide-izing or 
worldwide-ized homogeneity of "work" and "without work" that is ofte;p 
~lleged. Alarge part of ~ity is "withol:~~_:~~j~s~j~~~r~'_if w2_~~~ ~1~{\~ .\ 

like to have more work, and another has too. ~uc_h __ ~~r-~J_u~~-::"~_ere 1t . '-0 b~ :~(·\ 
~liave-l'~on~v.-e-rncfl5e-aorie'Witli"ajo6 that is so poorly \, !!,.~f 
paw on the market. This history began a long time ago. It is interwoven ' ~ 
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with the real and semantic history of "craft," "trade," and "profession." 
Rifkin is acutely conscious of the;tra:gedy t~at could also ensue from this 
"end of work" that does not have the sabb.itical or dominical sense it has 
in the Augustinian Ci?)! qfGod. But in his moral and political conclusions, 
when he wants to define t);ie responsibilities to be assumed in the face of 
"the technological storm clouds on the.horizon," in the face of"a new age 

, . _ of globa,.J. rµar,ke'ts .ind automated production," he comes back to - and 
r believe this is neither fortuitous nor acceptable without examination -
the Christian language of "fraternity," of "qualities not easily reducible 
to or replaceable by :µiachines," of "renewed meaning ,and purpose in 
life," of "renewal of community life," of "rebirth of the human spirit"; 
he even envisions new forms of charity, for example "providing shadow 
wages for volunteering time, imposing a value-added tax on the products 
and services of the high-tech era to be used exclusivelyto guarantee a 
social wage for the poor in return for performing community service" 
and so forth (291-93). · '· 

lfl had had the time to retrace it with you, .1 would no doupt_s.till have 
insisted, on the time of work, while taking frequent inspiratfon from the 
research of my colleague Jacques Le Goff. In the chap~er "Temps et 
travail" in his Un autre Moyen Age, he shows how, in the fourteenth,-cen
tury, there already coexisted demands for prolonging and demands.for 
reducing the duration_ of work (69-7 I). We have here the premises 1'or 
workers' rights and a right to work in the form in which they will lat¢r 
be inscribed in human rights. The figure of the humariistis a response.to 

~~_,_~-,..-,,---,.-;-~:--~--,.:.-.~-,.._ 
the, question of work. In the theology of work that dominates the penbcl 
andtliat 1s"ii.-ocloul:rthot dead today, the humanistis someone-who begins 
to seculari.ze the time of work and the monastic time scheduk. Time; 
which is ;;_~ 'kinger just a gift of God, can be calculates! and sold. In tne 
iconography of the fourteenth century, the clock som~times represents 
the attribute , of the humanist14 - the same clock that I am obliged t~ 
watch and that keeps a strict watch over the lay worker that.I am here. 
I would have;l~ed to speak to you for hours about 1the hour, about that ; 
purely fictional. coun~able unit, about this."as if" thatre~lates,~, :i:·. 
and makes time (fiction is whatfigures but also-what makes), the time of;.-_ 
work outside and within the university, where e~ry~hing, cou~m- . 
iD.9-.I~,. lecJtJI.~~'-is.~ounted !ix ~%.)

0
E_~y-sewen.t.s. The. "academic quarter , 

hour" is itself regulated by the hour. Deconstruction is also the ques- , 
tion of the hour, a crisis of the unit called "hour." It would als() have 
been necessary to follow the tr:ace of that tripartite clas$ification that, 
since the ninth to eleventh cen~uries, has divided society into the three 

I 

( 
A ) 
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orders of clerks, W<J,rrjors, and workers-(o~a't;~-;, bellatores, laboratores); and 
then the hierarchY,) of crafts (noble or servile, licit or illicit, negotia illicita, 
opera servilia, forbi?den on Sunday) (89):Le 0-off shows how the unity of 
the world of work, as distinct from. the world of prayer and the world 
of war, if it ever e;Xisted, "did not last very long" (102). After the "con
tempt for the crafts ... a new frontier of contempt is laid down which 
passes through the middle ofn'ew classes, and even the middle of the 
p}ofessionf' (ibid.). Although he does not distinguish, it seems to me, 
b_etween' "craft" and "profession" (as I believe one must do), Le Goff 
alio describes the process that gives birth in the twelfth century to a 
"tlieology of work" and to the transformation of the tripar~ite schema 
(oratores, bellatores, laboratores) into "more complex" schemas, which is ex
plai~ed by the1 differentiation of economic and social structur~s and by 
a m.pre extensive di".ision of work ( 1 65). In the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries the "schol~rly craft" appears as the hierarchy of scolares and 
magistri that will be the prelude to universities. Abelard had to ,c,hoose 
between litterae and arma. He sacrificed "pompa militari gloriae" for "'studium 
litterarum." I would be tempted to situate the profession of the professor,. 
in the strict sense, at this highly symbolic moment of the pledge by which,. 
for ex'ample, Abelard assumed the responsibility to respond to the in
junctipn or the appeal: "tu eris magister in aeternum" (179), even if, as Le 
Goff emphasizes, he continued to describe his career in military terms, 
dialectics remaining an arsenal and the disputationes battles. It is often the 
figure arid the name of philosopher (1 81 ), of the professor as philosopher, 
that becomes necessary in a new situation~ The university is thought and 
is represented from the privileg~d place of the philosophical: within and 
outside the Hum.imities. There is nothing surprising in Kant's granting 
s.~ch a privilege to the Faculty of Philosophy in His architecture of the , 11 ... 

university. If forcl.econstruction, to· a certain extent at least, philoso~, &-tLe"';~i,.t' 
at once a privil-Sed,ref erence, resource, and target, this may be explained 1 ~ t .i "t'J. 'f 
~tin part by this dominant tradition. In~ twelfth and thirteenth fn' 
centuries, scholarly life becomes a craft or trade (negotia scholaria). One 
then speaks of pecunia and laus to define what compensates the work 
and research of new. students and scholars. Salary an'd glory articulate 
between them economic functioning and professional conscience. 

What I wish to suggest with these meager historical ind~catj~:2-s is .. , . 
that one of the tasks u::.o~ni_ties_wonlclh~,,dc!d..i#~, 
to ~heir own history, at least. in the directions that 
we have just seen open up (the' act of professing; the theology and the 
history of work, of knowledge and of the faith in knowledge, the question 
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11 !: ' of man, of the world, of fiction,_ of the performative and the "as if," of 
literature and of oeuvre, etc., and then all }he concepts that we have just 
articulated with them). This deconstructive task of the Huma~o 
come will not let itself be co~tnllL.the...traditional.Ji.mits o[ the 

~v.,"0.."'1Li.e '.> 
};-" U)V'rs. t 

,,
1 

11~.E.artmen~ todatqeiong.:...5' their_y~!:_Y.~t:,at_u~s, _ _tq _ _th~ Humanities. 
'I'· \ ''. \',:<(,.< These~ tocomewill cross disci~ borders wit~ 

,I 

!'! 

}p~S--_~1~1• I;>{;· ,~~e,__dissolvirig the s12ec~city ~f ~a~h di~ciplin: into wha~ is called,~ 
~b~~ :;t;[/~' I ~very~2:1~sed way, :~~o/ or mto w?at~mped with 

-~ls<fl,;,~>,,
1
,r~Qt¥,c~ood-fo~g...cbri~pt, ."~tural stu~i~s." But~ ~an very 

'w.'" ired:,;~y \ well rmagme that departments of genetics, natural science, medicme, and 
· r 

I 
even mathematics will take seriously, in their work itself, the questions 
that I havejust evoked. This is especially true - to make one last reference 
to the Kant of The Coriflict ef the Faculties -besides-medi~i1;1e, oflaw schools 

. and departments of theology.or religion. 
I must now hasten my conclusion. I will do so in a dry arid telegraphic 

manner with seven theses, seven propositions, or seven 1p.rofessions of 
faith. They remain altogether programmatic. Six of them w,illl.iave only 
a formalizing value of serving as r-~inder:s, of reassembling ot recapit
ulating. The seventh, which will not be sabbatical, will attempt a step 
beyond the six others t.oward a dimension of the event arid of the :taking
place that I have yet to speak of. Between the first six: theses - or prof esl5ions 
of faith - and the last, we will get our foothold in preparation for a 1eap 
that woulq. carry us be)'ond the power of the performative "as if," be i: ncL 
even the distinction between constative and performative on which. we . ~ 
n~ye up until now pretended to rely. 1 

The Humanities of tomorrow, in all their departments,· will have to 
study th'(* history, the history of the concepts that, by constructing them, 
instituted the disciplines and were coextensive witq them. There ~re 
many signs that this work has already begun, of cqurse. Like all aets 
of institutiop,· those that we must analyze will have had a performatiye 
force and will have put to work a certain "as if." Ijust'said that one must 
"study" or 'tapalyze." Is it necessary to make cleat that such "studies,'! 
such "analyses," fo~ the reasons already indicated, would not be purel){.-, 

.,j "theoretical" and neutral? They would lead toward practical and perfor~ _ 
mative transformations and would not forbid the production of.singular, 
oeuvres. To these fields I will \give therefore six, anc;l then seven thematic .· 
and programmatic titles, without excludirrn, obviousiy, cross-fertilizations: · 
"and reciprocal interpellations. . 

I. These new Humanities would treat the history cir man, the idea, 
the figure, and the notion of ''.what is "proper to man" (<\rtd a non-finite 

I . 

( 
~ / 
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series of oppositions by which man.is determined, in particular the tra-
ditional opposition of the life form called human and of the life form I I k a~,·~1-.\_ 
called animal). I will dare to claim, without being able to demonstrate it ~ 
here, that none of these traditional concepts of "what is proper to man" 
and thus of what is opposed to it can resist a consistent scientific and 
deconstructive analysis. 

The most urgent guiding thread here would be the pr9~~tiza
timk.(~~::'his_:h does not mean the disgualific~tio_!1) 9f_the~e-P-Q_werfalju

.. ridical performatives that have given ~e t.;the modern histQiy: of this 
:~ty_~f~~m. ram tfiinlang, forexample~ ofthe ricnfiisto;y of ~1east 
\ two of these juridical performatives: on the one hand, the Declarations of 

-- the Rights ofMan - and ef the woman (for the question of sexu;c1l differences 
is not secondary or accidental here and we know that these Declarations 
9f the Rights of Man were being constantly transformed and enriched 
from r 7 89 to r 948 and beyond: the figure of man, a promising animal, 
ari animal capable of promising, as Nietzsche said, remains still to come) 
and, on the other hand, the concept of "crime against humanity," which 
since the end of the Second World War has modified the geopolitical 
field of international law and will continue to do so more and more, 
commanding in particular the scene of worldwide confession and of the 
re~ation to the historical past in general. The new Humanities will thus 
trefLt these performative productions of law or right (rights of man, hu
maµ rights, the concept of crime against humanity) there where they 
always imply the promise and, with the promise, the conventionality of 
the '1' as' if" 

2 .IJ;bese riew Htgnanities would treat, in _ _t:hc;_~_,ime style, the history of 
~s>cr,g;_y__an_c:l the; idea ~f sgvereignty, which is al;-0 to-say, of course, the v 
conditions or rather the unconditionality on which the university and 
within it the' Humanities are supposed (once again the "as if") to live. 
The deconstruction of this conce,e! of_~Qyer~_iggty would touch not only 
on international iaw,the limitsof the nation-state, and of its supposed 
sovereignty, but also on the use made of them in juridico-political dis
courses concerning the relations between what is called man and woman. 
This concept of sovereignty has been recently at the center of very poorly 
thought-out and poorly conducted debates, in my country, on the subject 
of man-woman "parity" in access to political offices. . 

3. These new HumaPcities_wQuld treat, in tlie same style,the·history of -
"professing," of the "profession,"_ and _ofth~ p~~fess_o~ia( a history artic
ulated with that of the prews~-s or presuppositions (notably Abrahamic, 
biblical, and above all Christian) of work and of the worldwide-ized 
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confession, at the very point where it goes, beyond the sovereignty of the 
head of state, of the nation-state, or even of the "people" in a democracy. 
An immense r blem: how to dissociate deinocrac from citizenship, 
from the nation-st~_om ~h~Q_2gi~en 
~£th_e_p_e_ople? How to dissociate sovereignty and uncon
ditionality, the power offovi:reignty, the powerlessness of unconditional-

.. , ity? He~e qgajh;\vhether it is a question of profession or confession: it is 
' ,., , ,( . r 

the performative structure of the "as if" that would be at the center of 
the work. · 

4. These new Humanities would tr~at, in the same style, the history -- - - - --- -- ~ 
ofliterature. Not only what is commonly called History 0CT1teratures-or 

,-liter:a~inselves;\vith th~estion~ts c~ti~l 
-and indisputahle-oh:iects_ of the classical Huqianities), b~t the l}istocy-0f 
the _sQ!lCep~ure, oftlierr:i-2_9.ern instit~tion na~,_ofus 
l~~io~_an~ t~e performative f~rcJL_of_the_~~ if,'.''of~t~<2-ept 
of 0£1_1}Vre, author, signature, national language, of its linkwttrHheright to 
say or not to say everything that founds both democracy and.the idea of 
the unconditional sovereignty claimed by the.university anq ~thin it by 
whatjs called, inside and outside departments, the Humanities. -, _ 

5 l'Jhese new Humanities would treat, in the same style, the hi.story 
of pr9fession, the profession of faith, prof essionalization, and the pio.fes
sori~ The guiding thread could be, today, what is happening when· 11he 
profession of faith, the profession of faith of the professor, gives rise ri!)t 
only to the competent exercise of some knowledge in which one hiis fai~h, 
not, only to that classical alliance of the constative and the performative, 
but to s~gular oeuvres, to other strategies of the "as_ if" that are events ~nd 
that affec,tJhe very limits of the academic field or of the Humanities. We 
are indeed' ~tnessing the end of a certain figure of the professor and i)f 
his or her supposed authority, but I believe, as should now be obvious, 
in a certain necessity of the professoriat. ·_ - 1 

6. Tl}ese ~ew Humanitie~,~ally, w<;mld thus treat~ ,sanie style; 
but in the course of a formidabiereflexivereversal, both critical and ; 

\ . 
deconstructive: th~ history of the __3-LiQi:id especiall~ of · .. 
this precious-dist~~ performati~nd._£_onstative acts ' 
that s_~rws-to-hay~t>_e_~ ig__~ensable for us up~Ifwillsurefy -
te"necessary (things have already' begun)tostudy the history and the 
limits of such a decisive distinction, and to which I have made reference 
today as if I believed in it without reservation up until :i.:iow, as if I held 
it to be absolutely reliable. This deconstructi~~rn 
not only _tbe---9_1:iginal and brill~Austin but alsp his rich and 
\\.-- - ~-~---

( 
~ /__ 
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fascinating inheritance, over the last.-h'alf-c"eritury, in particular in the 
Humanities. • 

7. To the seventh point, which is not the seventh day, I arrive finally 
now. Or rather: I let perhaps arrive at the end, now, the very thing that, by 
arriving, as an arrivant or arriving one [en arrivant], by taking place or having 
place, revolutionizes, overturns, and puts to rout the very authority that 
is attached, in the university, in the Humanities: 

r-. to knowledge (or at least to its model of constative language), 
2 :' to the profession or to the profession of faith ( or at least to its model 

,:: of performative language), 
3'.· to the mise en oeuvre, the putting to work, at least to the performative 

·, ) ) 

· putting to work of the "as if" . ' 

(That which happens, takes place, comes about in general, that whic£_ _i.hf f 
is called event, what is it? Can one ask with regard to it: "What is it?j -(Veit . 
It must not only surprise the constative and propositional mod_e of the 
language of knowledge (S is P), but also no longer even let it;elf be 
commanded by the performative speech act of a subject. As long as I ~, e 
can ~ce and determine an even1:..EY a performative act guarant~ea;- \ ',,'-< G"' 

1 
v 

like any performative, by conventions, legitimate fictions, an<raZertain (O 
0 

";, ,,,,;)flt 

~en to be _sure L will 1-!Q!_gy th~t-notJ:iigg_~j2p~ii§~:9i=comes \.er": 
,abo~~' _ ~_!lt w.h-:t~. ~ak~-~-p!9.-ce, __ ,:irrives,.happens, _Qr_b.9J>_p~~5l..I!.!.~If!I!_,:1jr1s , ,.,c 1):-

s..@ CQ.nJ!:gl~~~~-~::1_pr_QgI.~IDJJ.lADJ~-~it_hill~_h2I!~-~? of ~rl_!~~QJLQr 
precoinprehension, within a horizon pgjQd. It is of the order of the 
masterabfe possible,--1t-1s-th;-~;f~ldi~g of what is already possible. It _ 
is of the order 'of power, of the "I can," or "I may." lfu._s_u:r:p.ri.§~ . .lh.us. ,eve.1r,, n.1 a.d5 · 
~ event in__the __ str:ong_s_ense. Which ~s as much as t~ ~ay g1at, to _!_his / \?1.>,

1
~. 

extent at least, 1t does not happen, 1t does not come a~_2l!!, _ _9_r__3:s I ·· <2,1-,-.-,"'· 
-w~uld say in -Fren.ch:-celan'arrive-pas~ it doeinot ~iri~~~--For if there is /li"eAr+cr."~ 

;· any, if there is--such-a~ th:f"ni, the pure singi{lar eventness of what arrives ' ,, a!..;~" 

/ or ofumoarrwes anci arrives to me (which is what I call the arrivant), iL 
wCJul~-~llpf)_ose an irr__uption tha~_Elll_:~~ll~~ ho_rj__7:9._n_, __ ~~fe1:.rupti1Zg_ afo: tV1:.V\t s 
performative organization, ~ny_ ~o~ventJ011, or any _C()D_:_t~X! tha! can b~ rre $ "'Ff'oJe 
,,-do~~ecroy~(gny~nJ:iin~lity. ~~ ~-J9-._~a,y,Jbat _!hi_~ ~vent. takes }\t-lr'f\{J,~ . 
fee_2nl~e e~t~n-~ wh.~re _it doe_s i:iot_cillow itself to be domestica~ed _ ... ( t " 

!:>Y ~1?-Y "as if," or at least by any "as if" that can alreadx_be read, decoded., ( 'K -.,I(; . • 
< o::<:1:r!i:~i;i)At_~g-~ -~us_h. So that this small word, the as of t~~as ir"as-;eu .. ~; i ;_.,l;_., 
a's the as of the "as such" - whose authority fou~d.s and justifies every ot to'l',;,f.:.J-,~~·,,\ 
ontology as well as every phenomenology, every philosophy as science '· ( :riEYi

or knowledge - this small word, as, is then everywhere the name of the 
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very issue, not to say the target of deconstruct.ion. It is too often said that 
~~'i y_,uQS t~performative produces the event ofwhich it SRea]<.s,_One must also 
,J,i.. rr~"

1
"

1 
r:~al~ iJ:!ver~~ly,_~her! __ ther:e_i~_?:p_erf.oripati\Tt:,_..9-n evr~ 

\ 'l,:'r~· \,~,S t.h~M!!.l~~n,not_ an:iye.Jf what arrives belo_ngs to the horizon of the 
\l ~ (I,'< 'pos~ible, or even of a posstble performative;-o[it~ po~er ofJ~," 

''.!_l_!l_~y,')fa.oes 1!9J1!r;iye, i~c:l_pes:not_happrn,.in:the ~ull sense of the word. 
,- ~:d~w.Q~!i:_at~~-on~y ~E:~_~P-?_s~ihl;c-ari~, 
\ frequently pointing out about deconstruction thafit is impossible or the 

impossil:>le, and that it was not a niethod, a doctrine, a speculative meta
philosophy, but what arrives, what comes about, I was relying, on the same 
thought. The eJSamples with which I have attempted to accede to this 
thought (invention, the gift, forgiveness, hospitality, justice, friendship, 

~; and so forth) all confirmed·!._his)hinking oft}J.e im2ossible :gos~le, of the 
possible as impossible, of an ·_impossible-possible that can no longer be 

~- determined by the metaphysical interpretation of possibility ot 'vrrtuality. 
,F:.:::s. ; · I will not say that this thought of the impossible possible,. \this other 
. "- thinking of the possible is ,a thinking of necessity butrathe'r, ,as_ I have 

_)'.; I 

{.J, ( also tried to demonstrate elsewhere, ~!liinking _cif:!~~"perhap~," 'of that 
~ \ d~~gg9_u_s me>dalio/ _of_!he "pe~~~p~'~ that Niet~sche ~peak_s~at 
~ ~ p~ilosophy has always tried to ~ul?jugate: There · is no future and._.n,o 
I) re}alion ~Ci ~lie-coming of the event without experience of the "per ha~:' 
,e:Jevk Wnat takes place does not havetoannounce-itseffas poss"ible-~ n~essary.; 

· !~~?1,li!. i~~a~~~~-r:~01:1!~!1 ad~a~c;_~b~_j.e_u_E";!i_z~d. Th~ enrtt 
e.it b;:l~gs to a perhaps tliat 1s m kee:R~g not_':Y_l:th th!"._12oss1bl~~with,the 

vf ~~t ,, imgossible_.,A_nd its force is therefore irreducible to the force or the power 
. II ~11{'°'~v1 ~ Q[~r:p1_fl!~i.!_~~es!o_tliep~rformativ~,.}Cl_Wfiill~ 

/ ·tfory~-ofJl!~:Psrformativ_e, Its chance and Its effectiveness.~' 
~~~lw:a.yA...str_ongg..J:b.an __ tJ:i:e for:ce ofa perfo_rrr\~t:rue._In the fact 

, ' r of what arrives to me, happens to me and even in wha( I decide (which;. 
'lVCA{> f as I trie?. to sh,o:'7 in Politics ef Frienr!-5_hip, :rrms_t involye a:-£ertain passivity,~ 
,JI" d,, iUe my dec1s1on b,~mg always _the dec1S1ori of the othe~),~~~,e- ~a_ce :..~~-the. 

1' ,.1, · other who artixes and_~r:r1_ves to rg~,~i!ll.p~rformat1ye_for:c.e.1s_gv.en:uQ, 
L (!/ \- ,o ~i_c_<':_~Q.e_d, ~XP-.Qsed.. < ------·- ' ' • ' '. 

\'er,'°'r'~"- ,,.;v This force iri' keeping with an experience of the "perhaps" keeps an 
affinity or a complicity with ,the "if" of the "as i(" And thus with a 
certain grammar of the conditional: what if this arrived? This, that is ' 
altogether other, could well arrive, this would happen. ~nk perhaps is to 
think "if," "what if?:' But you see quite clearly that this ,"iI," this "what 

' ----·--.. ------ ·, .
1
\,-_e-~~ if,,,-lliis "as 1f" is no longer reducible to all the "as if"s: that we have 

1.Q: ~ been talking about up until nO\y. 15 And if it is declined ac~ording to the 

,f l~e LY"~\;ov-<>\) . ( . 
~ ~ ;_ 

J 
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verbal mode of the conditional, thi1/is 1·JJt to announce the uncondi- ) 
tional, the eventfoai; or the._ ossible event of the im ossible unconditional, ~t, 
the altogether other - which we should from now on (and this is some
thing else I havt not yet said or done today) dissociate from the theological 
idea of sovereignty. Basically, this would perhaps be my hypothesis (it is 
extremely difficult, and almost impossible, impossible to prove): it would 

__ : be necessary to dissociate· a certain unconditional independence of 
_: thought, of deconst~ction, of justice, oft.he Humanities, of the Uni
: versity, and so forth from any phantasm of sovereign mastery. 
; Well, it is once again in the Humanities that one ~ould'have to make 

'/arrive, make happen, the thinking of this other mode of the "if," this 
~more than difficult, im~~ing oftTI~ perfQD.I!:~f" 
-tiveand~on consta'tive/performativ~.l3ythinking, in the 

; umanities, this limit of mastery anctof perf~ative cgn~entionality, 
this limit of perfonp.ative authority, what is one doing?~ne.i§_ acc!_ding_!9 
t~lace where th~ always necessary contex!.2fthe_p_er.:(?!~~~ oper~ 
~ion (a context that ~cl~~_!:7e7_5~2!:!, a11:il!~tit-1:1tionaj~~i-iie~t)_£:_an 
go long~ted, delnp.1t<;.s!, fully~_!:!P__!!!t;d. The brilliant mv_en~ : 
tion of the constative/performative distinction would basically still have\ , _ w/o 
so1;1ght, in the university, to reassure the university as to the sovereign ~\:;·"\1J{;t--·,,,,;.,' 
ma,stery of its interior, as to its proper power, a power of its own. One ~ -NY 

1
' et\ 

thus touches on the very limit, between the..insid£....rmd.JfzLQU.ts.ide, notably lOh'l-'4/f 
the bqrder of the university itself, and within it, of the Humanities. One 
thinks in the Humanities the irreducibility of their outside and of their 
future. One thinks in the Humani~hat one cannot and must not let O 1 

3 

onese~cl;~ed ~n. th1::-;side ;;rth;·~~~!~~tforth1s ~~l'o,.V-lV\j ~Ll 
' 'i:hmEng to be, strong and consistent requires the Humanities. To think 
~ --· ---~---··----- -----------------
this is not an .. academic, speculative, or theoretical operation; it is not a 

I 
neutral utopia. No more than saying it is a simple enunciation. It is on 
this always divi's~ble limit, it is at this limit that what arrives arrives. It 
is this limit that is affected by the arriving a:Qd that changes. T~~ . ~e 
~impossible, the 1'perhaps," and the "if,:__thi~.i§. t.11e 21~~~-~}i.~re e-1.1°\1"', ,1 ~ 
the umvers1ty is exposed to :~-~:.1!t¥~e forces from witl:;out ~e. ~1?:~Y ,,,':':ve)V,~'f( 
ailiural~iaeo1ogfcaL:12;;i"l"Itic_~L~-~EE~,_ or othe~ thq._1:__t_!ie \-h 0v}s1 Je. 
~ty is in the world that it ~fiiig-fo t!:~.:-On_!~_de1z 0101 K,"'k.\~ 
it~~~~~egotiate and org'2.r_i__ize -~t!"J.es~!ance. And t~5 its; r~-. ~Mi'<le. t~-e_·
spsmsibilities. Not inora.erfo enclose itself and recon~tit,1:1ti the abstract · 'h";,,,..:,../,,& 
phantasm of sovereignty whose theological or h_µmanist heritage it will 
perhaps have begun to deconstruct, if at_ least i:t has begun to do so. But 
in order to resist ~ively, by allying itself with extra-academic fo:ces, 

------;---·------
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in_o!_c!rr~_o_rganize an inventive resis_!anc~s oeuvres, its works, 
Jo aJ!_ attemptsatreappropriai:ion (political, juridical, economic, anaso 
forth)~--to-alfthe-otner 'figures of sovereignty. 

I do notha:ve--tlme to j-;_;stify-any fur-th er my profession of faith. I 
do not know if what I am saying here is intelligible, if it makes sense. 
I especially do. p.o~ know what status, genre, or legitimacy the discourse 
. has that I have just addressed to you. Is it academic? Is it a discourse of 
knowledge in the Humanities or on the subject of the Humanities? Is it 
knowledge only? Only a performative profession of faith? Does it belong 
to the inside of the university? Is it philosophy, or literature, or theater? 
Is it a work, une oeuvre, or a course, or a kind of seminar? I have numerous 
hypotheses on this subject, but finally it will be up to you now, it will also 
be up to others to decide this. The_ signatorirs_ ~ also the addressees. 
We don't know them, neither you no~ ( For if this impossi~ I 

talking about were to arrive perhaps one day, I leave you to imagine the 
consequences. Take your time but be quick about it because you do not 
know what awaits you. 
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